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Madanapalle Institute of Technology & Science conducted a Two-Day National Level Techno-Cultural Sports Fest in April 

on the 25th and 26th of April 2024. The fest was organized to extract different extracurricular activities and to promote the 

innate skills and talents of students by providing them with a unique platform on which Technical, Cultural, and Sports events 

took place in the form of competitions at different venues, exciting everyone who attended. 

DAY-1 (25/04/2024) 

Technical events included Workshops, Paper presentations, Poster presentations, Project expo, and quizzing. Workshops 

were held on topics such as Full stack development workshop, Data Visualization using PowerBI Workshop, and Robotics 

in Electric Vehicles workshop. The Paper presentation category received a massive response and was reviewed by faculty 

and student coordinators with software checks. Cultural events included Dance-Vance, Larynx-Warz, Art salad, and Theater. 

The winners and runners-up of all the categories were given handsome cash prizes. 

Sports events included Cricket, Throw ball, Volleyball, Kabaddi, Badminton, Chess, Caroms, and Tennikoit. All the Sports 

events were provided with Winner and runner awards. The Cricket tournament received the highest response with a total of 

31 participant teams from different colleges. Winners were awarded Rs. 12000/- and Runners Rs. 8000/- as cash prizes. All 

the participants and student organizers of the three categories were provided with certificates, while Sports winners received 

trophies and medals. 

The fest started with an Informal inauguration on 25th April at 10 AM, where Principal Dr. C. Yuvaraj gave a vibrant speech 

and proposed spending two joyous days at the fest. 

The inauguration was followed by Technical, Cultural Sports events competitions till 4.30 PM with a lunch break from 1.15 

PM to 2.00 PM. The celebrity evening started at 5.00 PM with the pleasant entry of the cine fame Mr. Nikhil Siddhartha. A 

small interview was conducted by the students, where some questions on social behavior and ethics were asked. He spoke 

gently and answered patiently for all the questions besides sharing some challenging experiences of his life. There was other 

artist on the show like R. J. Surya (Big boss fame), a mimicry artist who set the stage on fire with their electrifying 

performances. The celebrity evening was followed by a fashionista with different themes. The MITS theme song was 

performed, which is dedicated to the guest. The first day came to an end at 10.00 PM with jubilant cultural performances by 

MITS students. 
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DAY-2 (26/04/2024) 

The Second day on 26th April 2024 started at 10.00 AM with event competitions on the main stage along with workshops. 

The department flash mobs provided topmost entertainment for the audiences. The prize distribution ceremony started at 4.30 

PM. The winners for all the events were provided with cash prizes on the stage. Certificates were distributed to all the 

participants from 11.00 AM on 26th so that the participants from distant places could leave for their destination as soon as 

possible. But the accommodation committee successfully arranged accommodation for those who wanted to stay back during 

26th night also. 

There was a jubilant musical night by award-winning playback singers from Telugu film industry: Mrs. Parnika Manya, Ms. 

Sindhuja Srinivasan, and Mr. Arun Vijay Nair. The three singers delivered a soulful rendition for more than two hours amidst 

the crazy crowd. Finally, The Mr. and MS. Ashv@24 contest made the students go through chilling and exotic movements 

which gave them a live experience of exploring themselves in terms of communication and exposure. After crowning 

ceremony of Mr. and Ms. Ashv, the second day of the fest came to an end. There were other artists on the show like Yuva 

Chandra, the hero of the film “POTEL,” and “SEETHARAM SITRALU” movie team (Hero-Lakshmana Murthy and 

Director-D. Naga Sasidhar Reddy) who set the stage on fire with their electrifying performances. 

There was amazing response for all the events across the states of Andhra Pradesh, Karnataka, and Tamil Nadu from 45+ 

colleges and universities. 1500+ students attended, which is a magnanimous footfall during the fest.  The Cricket tournament 

started on 18th April and ran up to 25th April. Accommodation was provided to those who sought, separately for boys and 

girls for four days. 

I sincerely thank all the students of MITS for maintaining discipline and harmony throughout the fest and receiving the 

participants from different colleges for competitions with dignity. The student coordinators were the center of attraction for 

the whole event as their hard work behind the screen was truly visible. 

My regards to all the faculty coordinators who really felt the significance of the fest for holistic development of our students. 

Similarly, my sincere appreciations to Decoration team lead by Mrs. V. Srilatha (AAO, Placements), Stage Lighting and 

Sound System lead by Mr. K.N. Bharath (Office Assistant), Mr. Kumar (Workshop Engineer), Mr. Shiva (Site officer), Mr. 

V. Rukmangadha (Asst. Manager Transport) and Sri. Reddeppa (Security officer) with his team and lab in-charges for their 

support and providing necessary infrastructure to organize the event smoothly. 

I personally thank Mr. V. Maruthi Prasad, Senior Manager Communications and his team for continuous support from 

networking to celebrity provision to make the event a grand successful one. 

I would also like to extend my heartfelt thanks to the principal for his untiring efforts to support and act as the chief 

coordinator for the fest. 

On behalf of all the student coordinators, Advisory committee, I express my sincere gratitude to the management of MITS 

for its encouragement for students in terms of providing such a platform to showcase their skills and financing them for their 

wholesome development. 
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